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The Kaggle platform is cloud based and very efficient. Notebooks can be created, uploaded, shared, and are then evaluated. This
is helpful for setting up a notebook for use by an entire team. It is a great way to use data to answer questions and in doing so
generate business insights. You can even use notebooks to get started with machine learning. Use cases Shorten development
time for building machine learning models to run on multiple datasets No need to worry about data sources, data format or
getting data into the system Notebooks are sharable, so you can collaborate with your team on developing machine learning
models What else? Create Jupyter Notebooks with data from all the tools you use. So you can use the same notebook as a data
pipeline to move data from one application to the next. Even better is you can create Jupyter Notebooks that have the same data
as the webapp, mobile app and backend as a very seamless experience. Before you do any of this… Need to know how to
structure your data so it is easy to load and use with your models. Learn how to load a CSV into a dataframe and convert it to a
Pandas DataFrame Learn how to use Pandas DataFrame and Pandas DataReader to load data into your machine learning models
Check out these resources for more on these topics: Learn to read, explore and manipulate data in Python with Pandas – use
libraries like NumPy, SciPy, Scikit-Learn, PyGraphviz and Matplotlib.Q: Serialize JSON in Rails I am trying to serialize a
JSON object in Rails. The form is submitting to the following controller method but I keep getting an undefined method '[]'
error on the $.post. The serialize function is included in my application.js file. def create @meeting =
Meeting.new(params[:meeting]) respond_to do |format| if @meeting.save format.html { redirect_to(meeting_path(@meeting),
:notice => 'Meeting was successfully created.') } format.json { render :show, :status => :created, :location => @meeting }
May 1, 2564 B.C. â€” deehul b54987b36a Reply. rollville. February 9, 2022 at 12:25 pm â† Previous topic Â· Next topic â†’.
Re: How and what do you do at work? 2 message. Rowville. How and what do you do at work? March 29 19:36. Re: How and
what do you do at work? March 28th. All I know is that I think I'm bored and not. I want to work for some company, but I'm not
sure what my job is.How and what do you do at work? 1 message. February 19, 2020 7:37 pm. fffad4f19a
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